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ccess undeAbstract The notion of neat reducts is an old venerable notion in cylindric algebra theory invented
by Henkin. This notion is regaining momentum. In this paper we explain why. This notion is dis-
cussed in connection to the algebraic notions of representability and complete representability, and
the corresponding metalogical ones of completeness and omitting types, particularly for ﬁnite var-
iable fragments. Also it is shown how such a notion has found intersection with non-trivial topics in
model theory (like ﬁnite forcing) and set theory (forcing).
ª 2011 Egyptian Mathematical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.An important central concept introduced in [54] is that of
neat reducts, and the related one of neat embeddings. The no-
tion of neat reducts is due to Henkin, and one can ﬁnd that the
discussion of this notion is comprehensive and detailed in [54]
(closer to the end of the book). This notion proved useful in at
least two respects. Analyzing the number of variables appear-
ing in proofs of ﬁrst order formulas [53], and characterizing the
class of representable algebras; those algebras that are isomor-
phic to genuine algebras of relations. In fact, several open
problems that appeared in [54,55] are on neat reducts, some
of which appeared in part 1, and (not yet resolved) appeared
again in part 2. This paper, among other things, surveys thetical Society. Production and
ptian Mathematical Society.
lsevier
r CC BY-NC-ND license.status of these problems 40 years after they ﬁrst appeared.
Long proofs are omitted, except for one, which gives the gist
of techniques used to solve such kind of problems.
All the open problems in [54,55] on neat reducts are now
solved. The most recent one was solved by the present author.
This is problem 2.3 in [54]. A solution of this problem on neat
embeddings is presented in [19]. But the present paper also
poses new problems related to this key notion in the represen-
tation theory of cylindric algebras, that have emerged in recent
years.
Our notation is in conformity with the two monographs on
the subject [54,55]. Cylindric set algebras are algebras whose
elements are relations of a certain pre-assigned arity, endowed
with set-theoretic operations that utilize the form of elements
of the algebra as sets of sequences. Our BðXÞ denotes the Bool-
ean set algebra (}(X),[,\,,;,X). Let U be a set and a an
ordinal. a will be the dimension of the algebra. For s, t 2 aU
write s ”i t if s(j) = t(j) for all j „ i. For X ˝ aU and i, j< a, let
CiX ¼ fs 2 aU : 9t 2 XðtisÞg
and
Dij ¼ fs 2 aU : si ¼ sjg:
1 We follow the conventions of [54], so that operations of abstract
algebras are denoted by +, Æ, , ci, dij, standing for join, meet,
complementation, etc., while in set algebras these operations are denoted
by [, \, , Ci, Dij.
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dimension a with unit (or greatest element) aU. Examples
of subalgebras of such set algebras arise naturally from
models of ﬁrst order theories. Indeed if M is a ﬁrst order
structure in a ﬁrst order language L with a many variables,
and one sets
/M ¼ fs 2 aM :M  /½sg
(here M  /½s means that s satisﬁes / in M), then the set
f/M : / 2 FmLg is a cylindric set algebra of dimension a.
Indeed
/M \ wM ¼ ð/ ^ wÞM;
and
aM  /M ¼ ð:/ÞM;
Cið/MÞ ¼ 9vi/M;
and ﬁnally
Dij ¼ ðxi ¼ xjÞM:
Csa denotes the class of all subalgebras of full set algebras
of dimension a. Let RCAa denote the variety generated by
the class Csa. Algebras in RCAa are said to be representable.
An old problem in algebraic logic is [51]: Can we describe
RCAa by a simple schema of equations? In other words, is
there a simple set of equations R such that A  R if and
only if A is representable? Let us call this problem the rep-
resentation problem. Andre´ka, Ne´meti and Sain refer to the
related problem of modifying the class of representable
cylindric algebras to get a new variety that is still adequate
for the algebraization of ﬁrst order logic, but is ﬁnitely axi-
omatizable, as the ﬁnitizability problem in algebraic logic
[66]. Both of these problems are discussed at length in [6].
The representation problem, and for that matter the ﬁnitiz-
ability problem, have provoked extensive research and are
still, in some sense, open! An approximation CAa was intro-
duced by Tarski. CAa is deﬁned by an indeed simple ﬁnite
set of equations R that aims at capturing the essential alge-
braic essence of existential quantiﬁers and equality. But early
on in the investigations of CA’s it turned out that there are
cylindric algebras that are not representable. The choice of R
was motivated by the fact that it works in some special
cases that are signiﬁcant (like for example locally ﬁnite cylin-
dric algebras). The locally ﬁnite cylindric algebras corre-
spond in an exact sense [55] 4.3.28 (ii) to Lindenbaum–
Tarski algebras of formulas in (ordinary) ﬁrst order logic.
If C 2 Csb with base U, then for any a < b, the elements
of C that are ﬁxed by Ci, iP a, can be thought of as repre-
sentations of a ary relations on U. In fact if we keep only
these elements and those operations whose indices are all
in a, then the resulting algebra is obviously isomorphic to
a Csa (and in fact to one with base U). This observation car-
ries over to abstract CAb’s in general yielding the concept of
neat reducts.
A reduct of an algebra A is another algebra B obtained
from A by dropping some of the operations. B thus has the
same universe of A but the operations deﬁned on these ele-
ments constitute only a part of the original operations. In
cylindric algebras, reducts are important because certain re-
ducts of cylindric algebras are cylindric algebras (of a different
dimension, though).Let A ¼ ðA;þ; ;; ci; dijÞ 2 CAb1 and q : a ﬁ b be one to
one. Then RdqA ¼ ðA;þ; ;; cqðiÞ; dqðiÞ;qðjÞÞi;j<a is a CAa [54]
2.6.1.
Here a reduct is deﬁned by renaming the operations. How-
ever, when a ˝ b and q is the inclusion map then RdaA is just
the algebra obtained by discarding the operations indexed by
ordinals in b  a. For x 2 A, let Dx= {i 2 b : cix „ x}. Then
for i, j< a we have Ddij ˝ a and if Dx ˝ a and i< a then
Dcix ˝ a. Also D(x+ y) ˝ Dx [ Dy and D(x) = Dx.
The set NraB ¼ fx 2 B : Dx# ag is a subuniverse of RdaB.
The algebra NraB 2 CAa with universe NraB is called the neat a
reduct of B [54] 2.6.28.
If there is an embedding e : C ! NraB then we say that C
neatly embeds in B. For K ˝ CAb and a < b, NraK ¼
fNraB : B 2 Kg. Now if a < b and h : }(aU)ﬁ }(bU) is de-
ﬁned by
X#fs 2 bU : ðsaÞ 2 Xg;
then h maps }(aU) into Nra}ðbUÞ. Thus set algebras can be
neatly embedded into algebras in arbitary extra dimensions.
But the converse is strikingly true. If A 2 CAa and there exists
an embedding e : A ! NraB, with B 2 CAaþx, then A is repre-
sentable. So we have the following (neat) Neat Embedding the-
orem, or NET for short, of Henkin: RCAa ¼ SNraCAaþx for
any a. Here S stands for the operation of forming subalgebras.
This is fully proved in [55], cf. Theorem 3.2.10. This theorem
has several incarnations in the literature, see e.g
[33,47,71,73], some of which are quite sophisticated. Following
the conventions of [54], algebras in the class SNraCAaþx are
said to have the Neat Embedding property (NEP). Monk
proved that RCAa  SNraCAaþn for every a > 2 and n 2 x,
so that all x extra dimensions are needed to enforce represent-
ability. However, we can dispense with some of the CA axiom,
when we get to x-extra dimensions as illustrated by Ferenczi
[47]. We will return to such issues in some depth at the end
of the paper. The non-ﬁnite axiomatizability result for RCAa
when a > 2 is ﬁnite, follows from Monk’s result. Indeed, let
Ak 2 SNraCAaþk  RCAa, then any non trivial ultraproduct
of the Ak’s will be representable.
But why is the notion of neat reducts so important in cylindric
algebra theory and related structures; in a nut shell: due to its
intimate connection to the notion of representability, via Hen-
kin’s Neat Embedding Theorem.
But this is not the end of the story, in fact this is where the
fun begins. A new unexpected viewpoint can yield dividends,
and indeed the notion of neat reducts has been revived lately,
to mention a few references: [1–4,6,11–13,17,18,20–24,33,39,
44,47–49,53,73]. Indeed there has been a rise of interest in
the study of neat embeddings for cylindric algebras, and
related structures with pleasing progress. In this paper we
intend to survey (brieﬂy) such results on neat reducts putting
them in a wider perspective.
Our ﬁrst family of results will concern the class of neat re-
ducts proper, that is the class NraCAb, e.g. is it closed under
homomorphic images, products; is it a variety, if not, is it per-
haps an elementary class? But why address such question on
neat reducts. There are (at least) three possible answers to this
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lectual curiosity, the investigation of such questions is likely to
lead to nice mathematics. The second reason concerns deﬁn-
ability or classiﬁcation. Now that we have the class of neat re-
ducts in front of us, the most pressing need is to try to classify
it. Classifying is a kind of deﬁning. Most mathematical classi-
ﬁcation is by axioms (preferably ﬁrst order) or, even better,
equations (if the class in question is a variety.) Now we come
to the third reason, for studying such questions on neat re-
ducts. Here we do not address neat embeddings as an end itself
but rather discuss such notion in connection to the so called
amalgamation property and the notion of complete
representations.
Accordingly, the rest of the paper is divided into four
parts. In the ﬁrst part (Section 1), we discuss results on
the class of neat reducts proper. In the second part (Sec-
tion 2) we discuss neat embeddings in connection to the
amalgamation property. Two open questions in the problem
session paper of [43] are answered. In Section 3 we discuss
neat embeddings in connection to complete representations.
In Section 4, we go back to the classical NET of Henkin
and review several variations on this deep theorem intro-
duced by Ferenczi. In the ﬁnal section we comment on re-
lated results concerning relation algebras. We note that
many other classes of algebras studied in algebraic logic en-
joy a NET, like Pinter’s substitution algebras, Halmos quasi-
polyadic algebras and Halmos’ polyadic algebras. To keep
the paper as short as possible, we discuss those very brieﬂy.1. The class of neat reducts is not elementary
Problems 2.11 and 2.12 in the monograph [54] are on neat re-
ducts. Problem 2.12 is solved by Hirsch et al. [53]. Hirsch et al.
show that the sequence hSNrnCAnþk : k 2 xi is strictly decreas-
ing for n> 2 with respect to inclusion. Problem 2.11 which is
relevant to our later discussion asks: For which pair of ordinals
a < b is the class NraCAb closed under forming subalgebras?
Ne´meti [65] proves that for any 1 < a < b the class NraCAb
though closed under forming homomorphic images and prod-
ucts is not a variety, i.e. it is not closed under forming subalge-
bras. The next natural question is whether this class is
elementary? Andre´ka and Ne´meti prove that the class Nr2CAb
for b > 2 is not elementary. Their remarkable proof appears
in [56]. Not resolved for higher dimensions, this problem re-
appears in [55] problem 4.4. Since this class is closed under ultra-
products this is equivalent to asking whether it is closed under
forming elementary subalgebras. In [13] it is proved that for
any 2 < a < b, the classNraCAb is not elementary.Herewe give
a model theoretic proof of this result that has appeared in [2].
Deﬁnition 1.1.
(i) Let L be a signature and D an L structure. The age of D
is the class K of all ﬁnitely generated structures that can
be embedded in D.
(ii) A class K is the age of D if the structures in K are up to
isomorphism, exactly the ﬁnitely generated substructures
of D.
(iii) Let K be a class of structures.K has the Hereditary Prop-
erty, HP for short, if whenever A 2 K and B is a ﬁnitely
generated substructure of A then B is isomorphic tosome structure in K.K has the Joint Embedding Property,
JEP for short, if whenever A;B 2 K then there is a C 2 K
such that both A and B are embeddable in C.K has
Amalgamation Property, or AP for short, if A;B; C 2 K
and e : A ! B; f : A ! C are embeddings, then there
are D in K and embeddings g : B ! D and h : C ! D
such that g 	 e= h 	 f.
(iv) A structure D is weakly homogeneous if it has the fol-
lowing property if A;B are ﬁnitely generated substruc-
tures of D;A#B and f : A ! D is an embedding, then
there is an embedding g : B ! D which extends f.
(v) We call a structure D homogeneous if every isomor-
phism between ﬁnitely generated substructures extends
to an automorphism of D.
Note that if D is homogeneous, then it is weakly homoge-
neous. We recall Theorem 7.1.2 from [57], a theorem of Fraisse
that puts the above pieces together.
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a countable signature and let K be a non-
empty ﬁnite or countable set of ﬁnitely generated L-structures
which has HP, JEP and AP. Then there is an L structure D,
unique up to isomorphism, such that
(i) D has cardinality 6x,
(ii) K is the age of D, and
(iii) D is homogeneous.
Using Theorem 1.2, we shall construct an algebra
A 2 Nr3CAb that has an elementary equivalent algebra
B R Nr3CAb. The proof for the ﬁnite dimensional case is the
same. For inﬁnite dimensions we refer to [13].
Notation. S3 denotes the set of all permutations of 3.
XY de-
notes the set of functions from X to Y. For u, v 2 33, i< 3 we
write ui for u(i) < 3, and we write u ”i v if u and v agree off i,
i.e. if uj = vj for all j 2 3n{i}. For a symbol R of the signature
of M we write RM for the interpretation of R in M.
Our algebras will be based on the model proven to exist in
the next lemma.
Lemma 1.3. Let L be a signature consisting of the unary relation
symbols P0, P1, P2 and uncountably many 3-ary predicate
symbols. For u 2 33, let vu be the formula
V
i<3PuiðxiÞ. Then
there exists an L-structure M with the following properties:
(i) M has quantiﬁer elimination, i.e. every L-formula is equiv-
alent in M to a Boolean combination of atomic formulas.
(ii) The sets PMi for i< 3 partition M.
(iii) M  8x0x1x2ðRðx0; x1x2Þ !
W
u2S3vuÞ, for all R 2 L.
(iv) M  9x0x1x2ðvu ^ Rðx0; x1; x2Þ ^ :Sðx0; x1; x2ÞÞ for all dis-
tinct ternary R, S 2 L, and u 2 S3.
(v) For u 2 S3; i < 3;M  8x0x1x2ð9xivu $
W
v233;viuvvÞ.
(vi) For u 2 S3 and any L-formula /(x0,x1,x2), if
M  9x0x1x2ðvu ^ /Þ then M  8x0x1x2ð9xivu $ 9xiðvu^
/ÞÞ for all i< 3.Sketch of Proof. The proof of this lemma is model theoretic.
Let L be the relational signature containing unary relation
symbols P0, . . .,P3 and a 4-ary relation symbol X. Let K be
the class of all ﬁnite L-structures D satisfying
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_
i<j<4
PiðxÞ ^
^
j–i
:PjðxÞ
 !
:
ð2Þ 8x0    x3 Xðx0;    ; x3Þ ! P3ðx3Þ ^
_
u2s3
vu
 !
: 
Then K contains countably many isomorphism types, because
for each n 2 x, there are countably many isomorphism types
of ﬁnite L structures (satisfying (1) and (2)) having cardinality
6n. Also it is easy to check that K is closed under substructures
and that K has the AP. From the latter it follows that it has the
JEP, since K contains the one element structure that is embed-
dable in any structure in K.2 By Theorem 1.2 there is a count-
ably inﬁnite homogeneous L-structure N with age K. N has
quantiﬁer elimination, and obviously, so does any elementary
extension of N. K contains structures with arbitrarily large P3-
part, so PN3 is inﬁnite. Let N

 be an elementary extension of N
such that jPN
3 j ¼ jLj, and ﬁx a bijection * from the set of ter-
nary relation symbols of L to PN


3 . Deﬁne an L-structure M
with domain PN


0 [ PN


1 [ PN


2 , by: P
M
i ¼ PN


i for i< 3 and
for ternary R 2 L,
M  Rða0; a1; a2Þ iff N
  Xða0; a1; a2;R
Þ:
If /ðxÞ is any L-formula, let /
ðx; RÞ be the L-formula with
parameters R from N
 obtained from / by replacing each
atomic subformula R(x,y,z) by X(x,y,z,R*) and relativizing
quantiﬁers to :P3, that is replacing ($x)/(x) and ("x)/(x)
by ð9xÞð:P3ðxÞ ! /ðxÞÞ and ð8xÞð:P3ðxÞ ! /ðxÞÞ; respec-
tively. A straightforward induction on complexity of formulas
gives that for a 2M
M  /ðaÞ iff N
  /
ða; RÞ:
Then M is as required.
Now we are going to prove that the class NraCAb is not ele-
mentary for 3 6 a < b. We prove the result for a = 3. The
proof for higher ﬁnite dimensions is the same. For the inﬁnite
dimensional case, we refer to [13].
Theorem 1.4. For b > 3, the class Nr3CAb is not elementary.
Proof. Fix L andM as in Lemma 1.3. Let Ax = {/
M : / 2 L}
and A= {/M : / 2 L3} with operations deﬁned as for set alge-
bras. Then A ﬃ Nr3Ax, the isomorphism is given by
/M#/M: 
Quantiﬁer elimination in M guarantees that this map is onto.
For u 2 33, let Au denote the relativization of A to vMu i.e.
Au ¼ x 2 A : x 6 vMu
 
:
Au is a Boolean algebra. Also Au is uncountable for every
u 2 S3 because by property (iv) of Lemma 1.3 the sets
ðvu ^ Rðx0; x1; x2ÞÞM, for R 2 L are distinct elements of Au. De-
ﬁne a map f : A !Qu233ðAuÞ, by
fðaÞ ¼ ha  vuiu233:
We will expand the language of the Boolean algebra
Q
u233Au
in such a way that the cylindric algebra A becomes interpret-2 It is not always true that AP implies JEP; think of ﬁelds.able in the expanded structure. For this we need the following
deﬁnition:
Let P denote the following structure for the signature of
Boolean algebras expanded by constant symbols 1u for u 2 33
and dij for i, j 2 3:
(1) The Boolean part of P is the Boolean algebra
Q
u233Au.
(2) 1Pu ¼ f ðvMu Þ ¼ h0;    0; 1; 0;   i (with the 1 in the uth
place) for each u 2 33.
(3) dPij ¼ f ðdAij Þ for i, j< 3.
We now show that A is interpretable in P [57]. For this it is
enough to show that f is one to one and that Rng(f) (Range of
f) and the f-images of the graphs of the cylindric algebra func-
tions in A are deﬁnable in P. Since the vMu partition the unit of
A, each a 2 A has a unique expression in the formP
u233ða  vMu Þ; and it follows that f is Boolean isomorphism:
boolðAÞ !Qu233Au. So the f-images of the graphs of the Bool-
ean functions on A are trivially deﬁnable. f is bijective so
Rng(f) is deﬁnable, by x= x. For the diagonals, fðdAij Þ is deﬁn-
able by x= dij. Finally we consider cylindriﬁcations. For
S ˝ 33, i< 3, let tS be the closed termX
f1v : v 2 33; viu for some u 2 Sg:
Let
giðx; yÞ ¼
^
S# 33
^
u2S
x  1u – 0 ^
^
u233nS
x  1u ¼ 0! y ¼ tS
0
@
1
A:
We claim that for all a 2 A, b 2 P, we have
P  giðfðaÞ; bÞ iff b ¼ fðcAi aÞ:
To see this, let fðaÞ ¼ hauiu233, say. So in A we have a ¼
P
uau.
Let u be given; au has the form ðvi ^ /ÞM for some / 2 L3, so
cAi ðauÞ ¼ ð9xiðvu ^ /ÞÞM. By property (vi) of Lemma 1.3, if
au „ 0, this is ($xivu)M; by property 5, this is ð
W
v233;viuvvÞ
M
.
Let S= {u 2 33 : au „ 0}. By normality and additivity of cyl-
indriﬁcations we have,
cAi ðaÞ ¼
X
u233
cAi au ¼
X
u2S
cAi au ¼
X
u2S
X
v233;viu
vMv
 !
¼
X
vMv : v 2 33; viu for some u 2 S
 
:
So P  fðcAi aÞ ¼ tS. Hence P  giðfðaÞ; fðcAi aÞÞ. Conversely, if
P  giðfðaÞ; bÞ, we require b= f(cia). Now S is the unique sub-
set of 33 such that
P 
^
u2S
fðaÞ  1u – 0 ^
^
u233nS
fðaÞ  1u ¼ 0:
So we obtain
b ¼ tS ¼ fðcAi aÞ:
We have proved that A is interpretable in P. Furthermore it is
easy to see that the interpretation is one dimensional and
quantiﬁer free. Next we extract an algebra B elementary equiv-
alent to A that is not a neat reduct i.e. not in Nr3CA4. Let
Id 2 33 be the identity map on 3. Choose any countable Bool-
ean elementary subalgebra of AId, BId say. Thus BId  AId.
Then
8 T. Sayed AhmedQ ¼ BId 
Y
u233nId
Au
0
@
1
A; 1u; dij
0
@
1
A
u233;i;j<3

Y
u233
Au
 !
; 1u; dij
 !
u233;i;j<3
¼ P:
Let B be the result of applying the interpretation given above
to Q. Then B  A as cylindric algebras. Now we show that B
cannot be a neat reduct, in fact we show that B R Nr3CAb for
any b > 3. Assume for contradiction that B ¼ Nr3D for some
D 2 CAb; with b > 3. Note that D may not be representable.
It is only here that we deal with possibly non-representable
algebras. Now vMu 2 B for each u 2 33. Identifying functions
with sequences we let v= Æ1,0,2æ 2 33. Let t(x) be the CA2
term s01c1x  s10c0x, where sjiðxÞ ¼ ciðdij  xÞ, for i „ j. Then we
claim that tBðvMv Þ ¼ vMId . For the sake of brevity, denote vMv
by 110 and vMId by 101. Then, by deﬁnition, we have
tBð101Þ ¼ c0ðd01  c1110Þ  c1ðd01  c0110Þ:
Computing we get
c0ðd01  c1110Þ ¼ c0ðd01 
X
f1u : u1110g
 
¼ c0ðd01  1112Þ ¼ 101 þ 1112:
Here 1112 denotes vÆ1,1,2 æ. Note that we are using that the eval-
uation of the term c1110 in B is equal to its value in A. This is
so, because B inherits the interpretation given to QAu. A sim-
ilar computation gives
c1ðd01  c0101Þ ¼ 1002 þ 101;
where 1002 denotes vÆ0,0,2 æ. Therefore as claimed
tBð110Þ ¼ 101:
Now let 3s(0,1) be the unary substitution term as deﬁned in
[54] 1.5.12, that is
3sð0; 1Þx ¼ s30s01s13ðxÞ:
Then for any b > 3 we have
CAb  3sð0; 1Þc3x 6 tðc3xÞ:
Indeed by [54] 1.5.12, 1.5.8 and 1.5.10 (ii), we get
3sð0; 1Þc3x63sð0; 1Þc1c3x ¼ s30s01s13c1c3x ¼ s30s01c1c3x ¼ s30s01c3c1x
¼ s30c3s01c1x ¼ c3s01c1x ¼ s10c1c3x:
Similarly
3sð0; 1Þc3x 6 s01c0c3x:
Therefore
3sð0; 1Þc3x 6 tðc3xÞ:
It thus follows that
D  3sð0; 1ÞðvMu Þ 6 s01c1ðvMu Þ  s10c0ðvMu Þ ¼ vMId :
Now 3s(0,1) preserves 6 and is one to one Nr3D. By [54],
1.5.12 and 1.5.1, we have:
3sð0; 1Þc3x ¼ sn0s01s13c3x ¼ c3ðd30  c0ðd01  c1ðd01  c1ðd13  c3xÞÞÞÞ:
By [54], 1.3.8, 0 < x, implies 0 < dij Æ cjx, for all i, j 2 b. We
have shown that if x> 0 2 Nr3D, then 3s(0,1)x> 0, i.e. that
3s(0,1), being a Boolean endomorphism, is one to one. SinceBv = Av it follows (by condition (iv) in Lemma 1.3) that
Bv ¼ fb 2 B : b 6 vMv g is uncountable. Since 3s(0,1) is one to
one, it follows that 3s(0,1)Bu is also uncountable. But by the
above we have
3sð0; 1ÞBu#BId ¼ fb 2 B : b 6 vBIdg;
and so BId is also uncountable. But by construction, we have
BId ¼ fb 2 B : b 6 vMIdg is countable. This contradiction shows
that B R Nr3CAb for any b > 3.
We formulate a (new) theorem that further indicates that
the class of neat reducts is really hard to characterize. But ﬁrst
some set-theoretic preparations. Let M denote the universe of
sets and let C 2M be a complete Boolean algebra. (Note that C
is a Boolean algebra ‘‘from the outside as well’’ but not neces-
sarily complete.) Form the Boolean valued extensionMC ofM
and let k/k be the Boolean value of a sentence / of set theory
containing parameters from MC. / is valid in M if k/k= 1 in
symbolsMC  /. Write C : A ﬃ B ifMC  A ﬃ B. Here s is the
canonical name of s in M. We say that A and B are Boolean
isomorphic if there is such C, and (in which case) we write
AﬃbB. It turns out that Boolean isomorphism lies somewhere
between ” (elementary equivalence) and @ (isomorphism).
Such an equivalence relation, as it turns out, is purely struc-
tural and can characterized by games. (The idea is to look at
isomorphisms between a ﬁnite number of elements at a time.
In model theory this is expressed by back- and-forth systems.)
Of course if A ﬃ B then trivially AﬃbB. Call a class of algebras
K Boolean closed if whenever A 2 K and BﬃbA in some Bool-
ean valued extension of the universe of sets, then B 2 K. We
now have the following theorem proved in [35].
Theorem 1.5. Let 1< a < b. Then the following hold:
(i) The class NraCAb is not Boolean closed.
(ii) The classes NraCAb regarded as concrete categories are
not ﬁnitely complete (that is closed under ﬁnite limits).
(iii) Let L denote the ﬁrst order language of CAa. There is no
sentence r 2 L1x that characterizes NraCAb.
Here L1x is the logic obtained from ﬁrst order logic by
allowing inﬁnite conjunctions without any restrictions on car-
dinality. Examples of ﬁnite limits are products and equalizers.
In [20] it is shown that there are A;B 2 NraCAb and mor-
phisms f, g from A to B such that {x 2 A : f(x) = g(x)} is
not the universe of an algebra in NraCAb.
The closure of the class of neat reducts for other algebras
under forming (elementary) subalgebras is investigated in
[1,8,10].
2. Amalgamation and neat reducts
Let K be a class of algebras having a Boolean reduct. A0 2 K is
in the amalgamation base of K if for all A1;A2 2 K and mono-
morphisms i1 : A0 ! A1; i2 : A0 ! A2 there exist D 2 K and
monomorphisms m1 : A1 ! D and m2 : A2 ! D such that
m1 	 i1 = m2 	 i2. If in addition, ("x 2 Aj)("y 2 Ak)
(mj(x) 6 mk(y)) ($z 2 A0)(x 6 ij(z)ik(z) 6 y)) where
{j,k}= {1,2}, then we say that A0 lies in the super amalgama-
tion base of K. Here 6 is the Boolean order. K has the (super)
amalgamation property ((SUP)AP), if the (super) amalgama-
tion base of K coincides with K.
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discovery, has played a dominant role in algebra and model
theory [57]. Algebraic logic is the natural interface between
universal algebra and logic (in our present context a variant
of ﬁrst order logic). Indeed, in algebraic logic amalgamation
properties in classes of algebras are proved to be equivalent
to interpolation results in the corresponding logic. Pigozzi
[68], is a milestone for working out such equivalences for cylin-
dric algebras, see also [59]. The super amalgamation property
was introduced by Maksimova [63] (for expansions of Boolean
algebras) and it is studied extensively by Madara´sz in e.g. [62]
and more recently (for cylindric algebras) by Sa´gi and Shelah
[69] and by the present author [15]. The super amalgamation
property for a class of algebras corresponds to a strong form
of interpolation in the corresponding logic [5,59,62].
It is usually not an easy matter to characterize the amalgam-
ation base (or for thatmatter the super amalgamation base) ofK
when K does not have the AP(SUPAP). An example is the case
when K= RCAa with a > 1 [46,68]. We set out to determine
both the amalgamation base and super amalgamation base of
RCAa for any ordinal a answering a question in the problem ses-
sion paper in [43]. (This question, formulated as problem 45 in
[43] addresses only the amalgamation base case).
We start by giving a natural sufﬁcient condition for an alge-
bra A to belong to the (super) amalgamation base of RCAa.
The conditions are formulated in terms of neat embeddings.
This is indeed expected since we have a NET. For a cylindric
algebra A and X ˝ A, SgAX denotes the subalgebra of A gen-
erated by X. IgAX is the ideal generated by X.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let A 2 RCAa. Then A has the UNEP (short
for unique neat embedding property) if for all
A0 2 CAa;B;B0 2 CAaþx; isomorphism i : A ! A0, embed-
dings eA : A ! NraB and eA0 : A0 ! NraB0 such that
SgBeAðAÞ ¼ B and SgB
0
eA0 ðAÞ0 ¼ B0, there exists an isomor-
phism i : B ! B0 such that i 	 eA ¼ eA0 	 i.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let A 2 RCAa. Then A has the NS property
(short for neat reducts commuting with forming subalgebras)
if for all B 2 CAaþx if A#NraB then for all X ˝ A,
SgAX ¼ NraSgBX.
Let us examine closely the above conditions. At ﬁrst glance
Deﬁnition 2.1 might seem complicated, but in fact it is a slight
generalization of a very simple and indeed ‘‘natural’’ property.
Let A 2 CAa. Let A#NraB with B 2 CAaþx. Call B an x dila-
tion of A. If further A generates B (using the a + x operations
of B) call B a minimal x dilation of A. In this case, one might
expect that A has some control of B. In fact, Deﬁnition 2.1 im-
plies that any two minimal x dilations of A are in fact isomor-
phic. Furthermore this isomorphism can be chosen to ﬁx A.
This follows from the special case when A ¼ A0, and i and
eA ¼ eA0 are the inclusion maps. So, roughly, Deﬁnition 2.1
says that A determines essentially the structure of its minimal
x dilations.
Now for Deﬁnition 2.2. Again let B be an x dilation of
A 2 CAa so that A#NraB, with B 2 CAaþx. Let X ˝ A. Form
the subalgebra ofA generated by X and form the subalgebra of
B generated by X. Then, in principal, in the second process of
generation, new a dimensional elements can be generated. Def-
inition 2.2 excludes this possibility. It says that if we take the
set of a dimensional elements of SgBX (i.e. we formNraSg
BX), then we come back exactly to where we started
namely to SgAX (and not to a bigger algebra). No new a
dimensional elements are generated (even in the presence of
x extra dimensions). Note that in this case, we have
SgAX ¼ SgNraBX ¼ NraSgBX:
Here two operations commute. Forming the subalgebra of the
neat reduct is the same as taking the neat reduct of the
subalgebra.
Let APbase(K) be the class of algebras that lie in the amal-
gamation base of K and SUPAPbase(K)the class of algebras
that lie in the super amalgam base of K. Then the following
is known RCAa = APbase(RCAa) = SUPAPbase(RCAa) if
and only if a 6 1, cf. [46,59,68]. Now we have:
Theorem 2.3. Let a be an ordinal. Let A 2 RCAa.
(i) If A has UNEP, then A 2 APbaseðRCAaÞ.
(ii) If A has UNEP and NS, then A 2 SUPAPbaseðRCAaÞ.
We omit the proof that can be found in [35]. Let
Dca ¼ fA 2 CAa : Dx – a; for all x 2 Ag. These algebras are
referred to as dimension complemented cylindric algebras. It
is not hard to show for aP x, Dca has NS and UNEP. Hence
Dca ˝ SUPAPbase(RCAa). Mna denotes the class of minimal
cylindric algebras of dimension a. Since Mna ˝ Dca the latter
class is also contained in the SUPAPbase of RCAa. However,
for 1 < n< x,Mnn 6 # APbase(RCAn) a result of Comer [46].
Expressed differently RCAn does not have the embedding
property. Another comprehensive class of algebras that is con-
tained in SUPAPbase(CAa) for a > 1 is the class of cylindric
algebras of positive characteristic [30]. It seems likely that
the class of algebras having the unique neat embedding prop-
erty coincides with APbase(RCAa), and that for inﬁnite a,
SUPAPbase(RCAa) = Dca but further research is needed.
The following theorem will be used to conﬁrm some conjec-
tures of Tarski on neat reducts. First we need:
For a cardinal b > 0, L ˝ CAa and q : b ﬁ }(a), FrqbL
stands for the dimension restricted L free algebra on b genera-
tors [54] 2.5.31. The sequence hg=CrqbL : g < bi L-freely gener-
ates FrqbL, cf. [54] Theorem 2.5.35.
Theorem 2.4. If a < b are any ordinals and L ˝ CAb, then, in
the sequence of conditions (i)–(v) below, (i)–(iv) implies the
immediately following one:
(i) For any A 2 L and B 2 CAb with A#NraB, for all X ˝ A
we have SgAX ¼ NraSgBX .
(ii) For any A 2 L and B 2 CAb with A#NraB, if
SgBA ¼ B, then A ¼ NraB.
(iii) For any A 2 L and B 2 CAb with A#NraB, if
SgBA ¼ B, then for any ideal I of B, IgBðA \ IÞ ¼ I .
(iv) If whenever A 2 L, there exists x 2 |A| A such that if
q = ÆDxi : i< |A|æ, D ¼ FrqjAjCAb and gn ¼ n=CrqjAjCAb,
then SgRdaDfgn : n < jAjg 2 L, then the following UNEP
hold: For A;A0 2 L, B;B0 2 CAb with embeddings
eA : A ! NraB and eA0 : A0 ! NraB0 such that
SgBeAðAÞ ¼ B and SgB0eA0 ðAÞ ¼ B0, whenever i : A ! A0
is an isomorphism, then there exists an isomorphism
i : B ! B0 such that i 	 eA ¼ eA0 	 i.
(v) Assume that b = a + x. Then L ˝ APbase(RCAa).
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The proof is similar to [54] 2.6.71. From the premise that A is a
generating subreduct of Bwe easily infer that |Dxna| < x for all
x 2 B. We now have A ¼ NraB. Now clearly IgBðI \ AÞ# I.
Conversely let x 2 I. Then c(Dxna)x is inNraB; hence inA. There-
fore c(Dxna)x 2 A \ I. But x 6 c(Dxna)x, hence the required. We
now prove (iii) implies (iv). The proof is a generalization of
the proof of [54] 2.6.72. Let A;A0 2 L;B;B0 2 CAb and assume
that eA, eA0 are embeddings fromA;A0 intoNraB;NraB0, respec-
tively, such that SgBðeAðAÞÞ ¼ B and SgB0 ðeA0 ðA0ÞÞ ¼ B0; and
let i : A ! A0 be an isomorphism.Weneed to ‘‘lift’’ i to b dimen-
sions. Let l = |A|. Let x be a bijection from l onto A that satis-
ﬁes the premise of (4). Let y be a bijection from l onto A0, such
that i(xj) = yj for all j< l. Let q ¼ hDðAÞxj : j < li;D ¼
FrðqÞl CAb; gn ¼ n=CrðqÞl CAb for all n < l and C ¼ SgRdaDfgn :
n < lg. Then C#NraD; C generates D and by hypothesis
C 2 L. There exist f 2 HomðD;BÞ and f0 2 HomðD;B0Þ such
that f(gn) = eA(xn) andf
0ðgnÞ ¼ eA0 ðynÞ for all n < l. Note that
f and f0 are both onto. We now have
eA 	 i1 	 e1A0 	 ðf0CÞ ¼ fC. Therefore Kerf0 \ C ¼ Kerf \ C.
Hence IgðKerf0 \ CÞ ¼ IgðKerf \ CÞ. So by (iii), Ker f0 = Ker
f. Let y 2 B, then there exists x 2 D such that y= f(x). Deﬁne
ıˆ(y) = f0(x). The map is well deﬁned and is as required. The
proof of (iv)) (v) follows from Theorem 2.3. h
Since for aP x, RCAa does not have AP, a classical result
of Pigozzi, it follows that we cannot replace Dca in 2.6.67 (ii),
2.6.71–72 of [54] by RCAa when aP x. This answers a ques-
tion of Monk and Henkin mentioned in the introduction of
[55]. That this replacement cannot be made was mentioned
in [54] with the proof deferred to the second part, but in the
second the proof never appeared. Actually the co-authors Hen-
kin and Monk admit in [55] p. (iv) that they could not recon-
struct Tarski’s proof. So the above theorem conﬁrms three
conjectures of Tarski, the proof of which could not be recov-
ered by his co-authors Henkin and Monk. The ﬁrst of those
conjectures is conﬁrmed more directly in [32].
Let APbase(K) denote the amalgamation base of K and
SUPAPbase(K) denote the super amalgamation base of K.
We say that A0 2 K is in the strong amalgamation base of K,
brieﬂy A0 2 SAPbaseðKÞ if for all A1;A2 2 K and monomor-
phisms i1 : A0 ! A1i2 : A0 ! A2 there exist D 2 K and mono-
morphisms m1 : A1 ! D and m2 : A2 ! D such that
m1 	 i1 = m2 	 i2 and m 1(A1) \ m 2(A2) = m2 	 i2(A0).
Then, it is easy to see that
SUPAPbaseðKÞ#SAPbaseðKÞ#APbaseðKÞ:
In [72], using the remarkable technique of twisting, it is shown
that Mnx6 #APbase(CAx). In particular, we have
APðRCAxÞAPbaseðCAxÞ
and
SAPbaseðRCAxÞSAPbaseðCAxÞ:
This answers two questions in the problem session paper of
[43]. The problem of ﬁnding the AP base for classes of algebras
that does not have AP originates with Bjarni Jo´nsson. (This is
mentioned in the problem session paper of [43]). In [19] a solu-
tion to problem 2.3 (using neat embeddings and the amalgam-
ation property) in [54] is presented. Further results connecting
neat embeddings to various amalgamation properties can be
found in [16,23–27,60,61].3. Complete representations
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, we assume that n 6 x. If
A 2 RCAn ¼ SPCsn, then for all non-zero a 2 A there exist
Ca 2 Csn with base M and a homomorphism f : A ! Ca such
that f(a) „ 0. (If A 2 Csn has greatest element nM, then M is
called its base). This, can be easily proved to be equivalent
to the fact that A has a representation on some set (in the sense
of the coming deﬁnition).
Deﬁnition 3.1. A representation of A 2 CAn on a set V of n ary
sequences, is an injective Boolean homomorphism
h : A ! }ðVÞ (the power set of V) such that
(i) hð1Þ ¼ V ¼ Sni2IX i where the Xi’s are disjoint. Here 1 is
the greatest element of the Boolean reduct of A and I is
an arbitrary non-empty set.
(ii) For all i, j< n, x 2 hðdijÞ iff xi = xj
(iii) For all i< n, a 2 A and x 2 hðciaÞ iff xiy 2 hðaÞ for some
y 2 X. Here xiy is the sequence that agrees with x except
for i where its value is y.
In this case A ﬃ hðAÞ, and hðAÞ is a Gsn in the sense of [55]
with greatest element V ¼ Sni2IXi. Then hðAÞ# ð}ðVÞ;[;
\; V; ;;Ci;DijÞi;j<n with the Ci’s and Dij’s deﬁned as in set alge-
bras. In this case we say that (h, V) is a representation of A.
Let A 2 RCAn and (h, V) a representation of A. If s 2 V, we let
f1ðsÞ ¼ fa 2 A : s 2 fðaÞg:
Clearly f1(s) is a Boolean ultraﬁlter in A.
Deﬁnition 3.2.
(i) An atomic representation f : A ! }ðV Þ is an (injective
cylindric) representation such that for each s 2 V, the
ultraﬁlter f1(s) is principal. Equivalently s is in the
image of some atom of A (Recall that an atom is a min-
imal non-zero element.).
(ii) A complete representation of A is an injective represen-
tation f : A ! }ðV Þ satisfying
f
Y
X
 
¼
\
f½X
whenever X#A and QX is deﬁned. Equivalently,
fðPXÞ ¼ S f½X whenever PX is deﬁned.
Lemma 3.3. Let A 2 RCAn. A representation f of A is atomic if
and only if it is complete.
Proof. This is proved for Boolean algebras in [50]. The proof
lifts to the cylindric case with no modiﬁcations. h
Lemma 3.4. Assume that A has a complete representation. Then
A is atomic. That is every non-zero element contains an atom.
Proof. [50]. Let f be a complete representation. Then it is
atomic. Let a be a non-zero element of A. Let s 2 f(a). (Here
we are using that f is injective). So there is an atom b 2 A with
s 2 f(b). Therefore b ^ a – 0. Thus b 6 a. Hence A is
atomic. h
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the set of atoms of A. By Lemma 3.4 a necessary condition for
existence of complete representations is atomicity. However
representable atomic cylindric algebras may not be completely
representable. In fact, the class of completely representable
algebras is not even elementary [36,50]. But again we can char-
acterize the class of completely representable algebras using
neat embeddings: We start with a deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.5. For K a class with a Boolean reduct we deﬁne
ScK ¼ fA : 9B 2 K : A#B; and whenever
X
X ¼ 1 in A
then
X
X ¼ 1 in B for all X#Ag:
We sometimes refer to algebras in the class ScNrnCAnþx as
algebras having the strong neat embedding property. We now
have:
Theorem 3.6. [3] Let n< x. Let A 2 CAn be countable. Then
A is completely representable if and only if A is atomic and
A 2 ScNrnCAx.
One implication follows from Lemma 3.4. We sketch a
proof of the non-trivial implication, the if part. However this
follows from the stronger:
(*). If A 2 ScNrnCAnþx is countable, n 6 x (note that here n
is allowed to be inﬁnite) and {Xi : i< x} is a family of
subsets of A such that QX i ¼ 0 for all i< x, then for
every non-zero a 2 A there exists C 2 Wsn, with count-
able base, and f : A ! C a homomorphism such that
f(a) „ 0 and for all i 2 x we have Tx2X i f ðxÞ ¼ ;.
HereWsn stands for the class of weak set algebras of dimen-
sion n. (*) is proved in [3]. The proof is a Baire category argu-
ment at heart hence the condition of countability cannot be
omitted [11]. We recall that a weak set algebra has unit of
the form n U(p) = {s 2 nU : |{i 2 n : si „ p i}| < x}, for some
p 2 nU. U is called its base. To emphasize the connection with
the omitting types Theorem, we refer to the Xi’s as non-princi-
pal types and to B as a representation omitting these types.
Note that for n< x we have Wsn = Csn, so that a unit of a
Ws n is simply of the form
n U.
Sketch of proof of the non-trivial implication of Theorem 3.6.
We show how the only if part of Theorem 3.6 follows from (*).
Assume that (*) is proved and let n< x. Let A 2 ScNrnCAx
be countable and atomic. We will assume, to simplify matters,
that A is simple. The general case is not much harder. Then
taking Xi ¼ Y ¼ fb : b is an atom of Ag, and applying (*)
for any non-zero a in A, upon noting that
Q
Y ¼ 0 since A
is atomic, we get an atomic representation, hence a complete
representation of A. Note that since A is simple, the represen-
tation is necessarily injective.
We note that the class of completely representable cylindric
algebras of dimension >2 is not elementary. When we consider
<x2many types then (*) becomes an instance ofMartin’s axiom
restricted to countable Boolean algebras. Indeed, the notion of
complete representations have been connected to Martin’s ax-
iom giving independent statements in set theory [7]. Our last re-
sult in this section uniﬁes results on neat reducts and complete
representations. Using the so called Rainbow construction for
cylindric algebras the following is proved in [31]:Theorem 3.7. Let n> 2. Then any K such that
NrnCAx#K#ScNrnCAnþ2 is not elementary.
From which we readily get:
Corollary 3.8. For n> 2 and kP 2, the class NrnCAnþk and
the class of completely representable algebras of dimension n are
not elementary.4. Neat embeddings and omitting types
First order logic (FOL) possesses some desirable properties,
for example the completeness theorem, the omitting types the-
orem, the Craig interpolation theorem, and Beth’s theorem.
Daniele Mundici initiated the following type of investigations
for FOL. Concerning various positive properties like Craig’s
interpolation Theorem, Mundici suggested to investigate how
resource sensitive the positive result is. For example Craig’s
theorem says that to an implication / ﬁ w there exists an
interpolant h with / ﬁ h and h ﬁ w. Now the question is,
how much does h depend on / and w, or how complicated is
h relative to / and w? Recent work measures expensiveness
with the number of variables needed for h. For example if both
w and h are built up of k variables, do we guarantee that the
number of variables in the interpolant does not exceed k? An-
other example for such investigations is Monk’s classical result
that for any bound k 2 x there is a valid 3 variable formula
which cannot be proved using only k variables. Note that /
can be proved using m variables for some ﬁnite m> k, for for-
mulas contain ﬁnitely many variables and proofs are ﬁnite
strings of formulas. This result was reﬁned by Hirsch et al.
showing that given any such k we can ﬁnd a 3 variable formula
as above, but also subject to the condition that it can be
proved using k+ 1 variables. Such results concerning proof
theory for ﬁnite variable fragments of ﬁrst order logic were
ﬁrst proved using algebraic logic. In this paper we apply this
‘‘resource-oriented’’ kind of the investigation to the classical
Henkin–Orey omitting types theorem.
Let Ln denote ﬁrst order logic restricted to the ﬁrst n vari-
ables. A systematic study of the fragments Ln via cylindric
algebras was initiated by Henkin via cylindric algebras of
dimension n. The issue of ‘‘resource-sensitivity’’ is often ad-
dressed in the following form. We ask ourselves if certain dis-
tinguished properties of FOL are inherited by Ln. Examples of
such distinguished properties studied in the literature for Ln in-
clude interpolation, Beth deﬁnability [39], submodel preserva-
tion and completeness theorems [42]. A general ﬁrst impression
might be that, usually positive properties for FOL turn re-
source sensitive in such a strong way that a goal formulatable
in Ln cannot be soved in Ln. One might go further, by stipulat-
ing that a goal formulatable in Ln cannot be solved, even in
Lnþk for every ﬁnite (ﬁxed in advance) k. (Like Monk’s result
stated above). However, this is not true in such generality,
some natural properties of substitutions in Ln which are not
provable in Ln can be proved in Lnþ2. A further counterexam-
ple is provided by the guarded fragment of FOL introduced by
Andre´ka, Ne´meti and van Benthem. Negative results (for ﬁnite
variable fragments of ﬁrst order logic) mentioned above do not
occur for the guarded fragment of ﬁrst order logic introduced
in [41]. The guarded fragment (GF) was introduced as a frag-
ment of ﬁrst order logic which combines a great expressive
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order formulas whose quantiﬁers are relativized by atoms in
a certain way. GF has been established as a particularly well-
behaved fragment of ﬁrst order logic in many respects. The
main point of the GF (and its variants e.g. the packed frag-
ments) is that (inside the GF) we are safe of the above negative
results for Ln, like essential incompleteness [55]. The omitting
types theorem has not been investigated for the GF. However
omitting types was investigated algebraically for other modiﬁ-
cations of ﬁrst order logic, the so called ﬁnitary logics of inﬁ-
nitary relations.
4.1. Omitting types fail in Ln
We work in usual FOL. For a formula / and a ﬁrst order
structure M in the language of / we write /M to denote the
set of all assignments that satisfy / in M., i.e
/M ¼ fs2xM : M  /½sg:
For example ifM ¼ ðN; <Þ and / is the formula x1 < x2 then a
sequence s2xN is in /M iff s1 < s2. Let C be a set of formulas (C
may contain free variables). We say that C is realized in M ifT
/2C/
M – ;. Let / be a formula and T be a theory. We say that
/ ensures C in T if T ` / ﬁ l for all l 2 C and T  9x/. The
classical Henkin–Orey omitting types theorem, OTT for short,
states that if T is a consistent theory in a countable language L
and Cðx1 . . . xnÞ#L is realized in every model of T, then there
is a formula / 2 L such that / ensures C in T. The formula /
is called a T-witness for C. Now the problem of resource sensi-
tivity can be applied to OTT in the following sense. Can we al-
ways guarantee that the witness uses the same number of
variables asT andC, or dowe need extra variables? If we doneed
extra variables, is there perhaps an upper bound on the number
of extra variables needed. In other words, letLn denote the set of
formulas of L which are built up using only n variables. The
question is: IfT [ C#Ln, is there any guarantee that the witness
stays in Ln, or do we occasionally have to step outside Ln?
Assume that T#Ln. We say that T is n complete iff for all
sentences / 2 Ln we have either T ` / or T  :/. We say that
T is n atomic iff for all / 2 Ln, there is w 2 Ln such that
T ` w ﬁ / and for all g 2 Ln either T ` w ﬁ g or
T  w ! :g.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that L is a countable ﬁrst order language
containing a binary relation symbol. For n> 2 and kP 0, there
are a consistent n complete and n atomic theory T using only n
variables, and a set C(x1) using only 3 variables (and only one
free variable) such that C is realized in all models of T but each
T-witness for T uses more that n + k variables.
Theorem 1 is proved using algebraic logic in [40]. For unde-
ﬁned terminology in the coming key Lemma the reader is re-
ferred to [40]:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that n is a ﬁnite ordinal with n> 2 and
kP 0. There is a countable symmetric integral representable
relation algebra R such that
(i) Its completion, i.e. the complex algebra of its atom struc-
ture is not representable, so R is representable but not
completely representable.
(ii) R is generated by a single element.(iii) The (countable) set BnR of all n by n basic matrices over
R constitutes an n-dimensional cylindric basis. Thus BnR
is a cylindric atom structure and the full complex algebra
CmðBnRÞ with universe the power set of BnR is an n-
dimensional cylindric algebra.
(iv) The term algebra over the atom structure BnR, which is the
countable subalgebra of CmðBnRÞ generated by the count-
able set of n by n basic matrices, TmðBnRÞ for short, is a
countable representable CAn, but CmðBnÞ is not
representable.
(v) Hence C is a simple, atomic representable but not com-
pletely representable CAn.
(vi) C is generated by a single 2 dimensional element g, the
relation algebraic reduct of C does not have a complete
representation and is also generated by g as a relation
algebra, and C is a sub-neat reduct of some simple repre-
sentable D 2 CAnþk such that the relation algebraic
reducts of C and D coincide.
Sketch of Proof. We prove everything except that R can be
generated by a single element, to which we refer to [40]. Let
k be a cardinal. Let Ek ¼ Ekð2; 3Þ denote the relation algebra
which has k non-identity atoms, in which ai 6 aj; al if
|{i, j, l}| 2 {2,3} for all non-identity atoms ai, aj, ak. (This
means that all triangles are allowed except the monochromatic
ones.) These algebras were deﬁned by Maddux. Let k be ﬁnite,
let I be the set of non-identity atoms of Ekð2; 3Þ and let
P0,P1 . . . Pk1 be an enumeration of the elements of I. Let
l 2 x, lP 2 and let Jl denote the set of all subsets of I of car-
dinality l. Deﬁne the symmetric ternary relation on x by
E(i, j,k) if and only if i, j, k are evenly distributed, that is
ð9p; q; rÞfp; q; rg ¼ fi; j; kg; r q ¼ q p:
Now assume that n> 2, lP 2n  1, kP (2n  1)l, k 2 x. Let
M ¼ Ekð2; 3Þ. Then M is a simple, symmetric ﬁnite atomic
relation algebra. Also,
ð8V2 . . . ;Vn;W2 . . .Wn 2 JlÞð9T 2 JlÞð82 6 i 6 nÞ
ð8a 2 ViÞ8b 2WiÞð8c 2 TiÞða 6 b; cÞ:
That is (J4)n formulated in [40] p. 72 is satisﬁed. Therefore, as
proved in [40] p. 77, Bn the set of all n by n basic matrices is a
cylindric basis of dimension n. But we also have
ð8P2; . . . ;Pn;Q2 . . .Qn 2 IÞð8W 2 JlÞðW \ P2;Q2 \ . . . \ Pn
: Qn – 0Þ:
That is (J5)n formulated on p. 79 of [40] holds. According to
Deﬁnition 3.1 (ii) (J,E) is an n blur for M, and clearly E is
deﬁnable in (x,<). Let C be as deﬁned in Lemma 4.3 in [40].
Then, by Lemma 4.3, C is a subalgebra of CmBn, hence it con-
tains the term algebra TmBn. Denote C by BbnðM; J;EÞ. Then
by Theorem 4.6 in [40] C is representable, and by Theorem 4.4
in [40] for m< n BbmðM; J;EÞ ¼ NrmBbnðM; J;EÞ. However
CmBn is not representable. In [40] R ¼ BbðM; J; EÞ is proved
to be generated by a single element. h
Now we give a proof of Theorem 4.1 modulo Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let g; C and D be as in Theorem 2 (vi).
Then g generates C and g is 2 dimensional in C. We can write
up a theory T#Ln such that for any model M we have
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ﬃ C and G corresponds to g via this isomorphism:
NowT ˝ Ln,T is consistent and n complete and n atomic becauseC
is simple and atomic.We now specifyC(x,y). For a 2 At, let sa be a
relation algebraic term such that sa(g) = a inR, the relation algebra
reduct of C. For each sa there is a formula la(x,y) such that
saðgÞ ¼ lMa . Deﬁne Cðx; yÞ ¼ f:la : a 2 Atg. We will show that
C is as required. First we show that C is realized in every model of
T. LetM  T. Then CnðMÞ ﬃ C, henceM gives a representation
of R because R is the relation algebraic reduct of CnðMÞ. But R
has no complete representation, which means that X ¼ SflMa :
a 2 Atg  MM, i.e. proper subset, so let (u,v) 2M ·M X.
This means that C is realized by (u,v) inM. We have seen that C
is realized in each model of T. Assume that / 2 Lnþk such that
T  9x/. We may assume that / has only two free variables, say
x, y. Take the representableD 2 CAnþk fromTheorem2 (iv).Recall
that g 2 C ˝D and D is simple. LetM ¼ ðM; gÞ where M is the
base set ofD. ThenM  T because C is a subreduct ofD generated
by g. By T  9x/, we have /M – ;. Also /M 2 D and is 2 dimen-
sional,hence/M 2 R, sinceR is the relationalgebraic reductofD, as
well. But R is atomic hence /M \ la – ; for some a 2 At. This
shows that it isnot thecase thatM  / ! :lawhere:la 2 C, thus
/ is not a T-witness for C. Now wemodify T, C so that C uses only
one free variable. We use the technique of so-called partial pairing
functions. Let g; C;D be as in Theorem 2 (iv) with D 2 CA2nþ2k.
We may assume that g is disjoint from the identity 10 because 10 is
an atom in the relation algebraic reduct of C. Let U be the base set
of C. We may assume that U and U ·U are disjoint. Let
M=U [ (U ·U), letG= g [ {(u,(u,v)) : u, v 2 U} [ {((u,v), v) :
u, v 2 U} [ {((u,v), (u,v)) :u,v 2 U} and letM¼ ðM;GÞ. From G
we can deﬁne U ·U as {x : G(x,x)} and from U ·U and G we
can deﬁne the projection functions between U ·U and U, and g.
All these deﬁnitions use only 3 variables. Thus for all tP 3 for all
/ðx; yÞ 2 Lt there is a wðxÞ 2 Lt such that wM ¼ fðu; vÞ 2 U
U : /ðU;gÞðu; vÞg. For any a 2 At let wa(x) be the formula corre-
sponding to la(x,y) this way. Conversely for any w 2 Lt there is a
/ 2 L2t such that the projection of wM to U is /(U,g). Now deﬁne
T as the Ln theory ofM, and set CðxÞ ¼ f:waðxÞ : a 2 Atg. Then
it can be easily checked that C and T are as required. h
Let us call an atom structureM strongly representable ifCmM
is representable, and weakly representable if TmM is represent-
able. As shown above, the construction of weakly representable
atom structures that are not strongly representable [6,40] lead to
atomic algebras with no complete representations and proves that
RCAn is not closed under completions i.e. is not atom-canonical,
for CmAtA is the completion of TmAtC. Such algebras were ﬁrst
constructed by Hirsch and Hodkinson [50]. Several variations on
such constructions can be found in [36–38]. It also shows that
OTT fails inLn the ﬁrst order logic restricted to the ﬁrst n variables
as long as n> 2.For n= 2theOmitting types theorem fails forLn
in a more subtle way. A moment’s reﬂection reveals that what we
actually showed above is that Vaught’s famous theorem on exis-
tence of atomic models for atomic theories fails for Ln when
n> 2. For L2 the analogue of Vaught’s theorem holds [64], but
the omitting types fails (an unpublished result of Andreka and
Nemeti, cf. concluding remarks [40] p. 87.) In passing we note that
for usual FOL Vaught’s theorem follows from the omitting types
theorem, so this method cannot be used for L2. Hirsch and Hod-
kinson show that the class of strongly representable atom struc-
tures of relation algebras (and cylindric algebras) is notelementary. The construction makes use of the probabilistic meth-
od of Erdo¨s to show that there are ﬁnite graphs with arbitrarily
large chromatic number and girth. In his pioneering paper of
1959, Erdos took a radically new approach to construct such
graphs: for each n he deﬁned a probability space on the set of
graphs with n vertices, and showed that, for some carefully chosen
probability measures, the probability that an n vertex graph has
these properties is positive for all large enough n. This approach,
now called the probabilistic method has since unfolded into a
sophisticated and versatile proof technique, in graph theory and
in other branches of discrete mathematics. This method was used
ﬁrst in algebraic logic by Hirsch and Hodkinson to show that the
class of strongly representable atom structures of cylindric and
relation algebras is not elementary and that varieties of represent-
able relation algebras are barely canonical. But yet again using
these methods of Erdo¨s in [58] it is shown that there exist contin-
uum-many canonical equational classes of Boolean algebras with
operators that are not generated by the complex algebras of any
ﬁrst-order deﬁnable class of relational structures. Using a vari-
ant of this construction the authors resolve the long-standing
question of Fine, by exhibiting a bimodal logic that is valid in
its canonical frames, but is not sound and complete for any
ﬁrst-order deﬁnable class of Kripke frames.
We know that every A 2 NrnCAx is representable. While
RCAn is a variety, the classNrnCAx is a pseudo elementary class,
that is not elementary; furthermore; its elementary closure,
UpUrNrnCAx is not ﬁnitely axiomatizable. The class of neat re-
ducts is treated at length in [54,55]. In [28] the following question
is investigated. When does A 2 NrnCAx posses a cylindric rep-
resentation preserving a given set of (inﬁnite) meets carrying them
to set theoretic intersection?Then ifAhas a representationpreserv-
ing arbitrarymeets, thenA is atomic.Conversely, whenA is count-
able and atomic then A has such a representation. The example
used above to violate OTT for Ln together with an unpublished
example of the author, can be used to show that countability is
essential and we cannot replace NrnCAx by NrnCAnþk \ RCAn
for any ﬁnite k. We also investigate the question of when represen-
tations preserve a given (possibly inﬁnite) set of meets. More con-
cretely, ifA 2 NrnCAx is countable,j is a cardinal and (Xi : i< j)
is a familyof subsets ofA such thatQXi ¼ 0,whendoes there exist
a (generalized) set algebraB and isomorphism f : A ! B such that
for all i 2 j,Tx2Xi fðxÞ ¼ ;. (This is analgebraic versionof omitting
jmany types in n variable logics.) Let 2@0 denote the power of the
continuum.We show thatwhen themeets are ultraﬁlters then pres-
ervation of< 2@0 manymeets is possible (inZFC), while if they are
not then we are led to a statement that is independent ofZFC. The
consistency of such a statement is proved by showing that is a con-
sequence of a combinatorial consequence of Martin’s axiom,
namelyP0 stated before. The independence is provedusing iterated
forcing. Let us be even more explicit and formulate and state the
results of [28].
Deﬁnition 4.3.
(i) Let j be a cardinal. Let OTT(j) be the following state-
ment. A 2 NrnCAx is countable and for i 2 j, Xi ˝ A
are such that
Q
X i ¼ 0, then for all a „ 0, there exists a
set algebra C with countable base, f : A ! C such that
f(a) „ 0 and for all i 2 j, Tx2X i f ðxÞ ¼ 0.
(ii) Let OTT be the statement thatð8j < 2@0ÞOTTðjÞ:
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replacing Xi with ‘‘nonprincipal ultraﬁlter Fi’’ and OTTm
be the statement
ð8j < 2@0ÞOTTmðjÞ:
The proofs of the following theorems can be found in [28].
Theorem 4.4.
(i) OTT is independent from ZFC þ :CH . In fact for any
regular cardinal j > x1, there is a model of ZFC in which
j ¼ 2@0 and OTT holds. Conversely, there is a model of
ZFC in which x3 ¼ 2@0 and OTT(x2) is false.
(ii) OTTm is provable in ZFC.
Using Shelah’s techniques from stability theory, we also
investigate preservation of <2k many (maximal) meets, where
k is a regular uncountable cardinal, for uncountable algebras
in NrnCAx. In more detail:
Theorem 4.5. Let A 2 NrnCAx be inﬁnite such that |A|= k, k
is a regular cardinal. Let j < 2k. Let (Xi : i 2 j) be a family of
non-principal ultraﬁlters of A. Then there exists a representation
f : A ! }ðnXÞ such that Tx2Xi fðxÞ ¼ ; for all i 2 j.
The last theorem is a new omitting types theorem address-
ing the uncountable case for Ln. Before we give a logical coun-
terpart of the above theorems we review brieﬂy the notion of
quantiﬁer elimination. Quantiﬁer elimination is a concept that
occurs in mathematical logic model theory, and theoretical
computer science. One way of classifying formulas is by the
amount of quantiﬁcation. Formulae with less depth of quanti-
ﬁer alternation are thought of as simpler and the quantiﬁer free
formulae as the simplest. A theory has quantiﬁer elimination if
for every formula a there exists a formula aQF without quantiﬁ-
ers which is equivalent to it (modulo the theory). Quantiﬁer
elimination is particularly useful in proving that a given theory
is decidable. Examples of theories that have been shown decid-
able using quantiﬁer elimination are Presburger arithmetic,
real closed ﬁelds, atomless Boolean algebras, term algebras,
dense linear orders, and random graphs.
Now one metalogical reading of the last two theorems is:
Theorem 4.6. Let T be an Ln consistent theory that admits
elimination of quantiﬁers. Assume that |T|= k is a regular
cardinal. Let j < 2k. Let (Ci : i 2 j) be a set of non-principal
maximal types in T. Then there is a modelM of T that omits all
the Ci’s.
Proof. If A ¼ FmT denotes the cylindric algebra correspond-
ing to T, then since T admits elimination of quantiﬁers, then
A 2 NrnCAx. This follows from the following reasoning. Let
B ¼ FmTx be the locally ﬁnite cylindric algebra based on T
but now allowing x many variables. Consider the map //
T´ //Tx. Then this map is from A into NrnB. But since T
admits elimination of quantiﬁers the map is onto. The Theo-
rem now follows.
We feel that some clariﬁcation is in order. We mentioned
above that we have an uncountable atomic simple algebra
A 2 NrnCAx which is not completely representable. Firstimpression might be that this is incompatible with Theo-
rem 4.4. To construct a complete representation of this A
one has to construct a representation that preserves
X ¼ fa : a 2 AtAg. But this is not an ultraﬁlter so the last
theorem does not apply. Even more the atoms of algebra A
are mutually disjoint and uncountable, so even Martin’s axiom
cannot offer solace in this context, for the algebra in question
does not satisfy the countable chain condition.5. Some further ﬁnal comments
Hirsch proved the analogous result of Theorem 3.8 for relation
algebras (RA) [49]. Let RRA denote the class of representable
RA’s. For C 2 CAn, nP 4, RaC, the relation algebra reduct of
C, is deﬁned as in [55] 5.3.7. For RA’s we do have a NET to the
effect that RRA ¼ SRaCAx ¼ SRaRCAx. If a representable
relation algebra A generates at most one RCAx then
A 2 APbaseðRRAÞ. This is another way of saying that an
RA has the UNEP. In particular, QRA ˝ APbase(RRA).
QRA deﬁned in e.g [74] p. 242 is the class of relation algebras
with quasi-projections. In fact, we have QRA ˝ SUPAP-
base(RRA) [29]. A recent reference dealing with representabil-
ity of QRA’s via a NET for CA’s is [73]. So for RA’s, QRA is a
‘‘natural’’ class such that each of its members has NS and
UNEP. The CA analogue of this class is the class of directed
cylindric algebras invented by Ne´meti, and studied by Andra´s
Simon and Ga´bor Sa´gi [67,70]. These algebras are strongly re-
lated to higher order logics and they provide a solution to the
ﬁnitizability problem (FP) in non-well founded set theories.
The representability of such algebras, providing a solution to
the ﬁnite dimensional version of the (FP), can be also proved
using a NET. Positive solution exists in non-well founded set
theories, because one can generate inﬁnitely many extra dimen-
sions, forcing a neat embedding theorem, by digging ‘‘down-
wards’’ with nothing to stop him! This view comes across
very much in the case of Ne´meti’s directed cylindric algebras.
Furthermore for such algebras neat reducts commute with
forming subalgebras, hence this class has SUPAP [30]. A solu-
tion to the inﬁnite dimensional version of the FP is provided
by Sain [71] (in usual set theory) using also a NET. These alge-
bras are obtained by expanding the language of quasipolyadic
algebras by ﬁnitely many inﬁnitary substitutions and adding ﬁ-
nitely many new axioms in the bigger language that enforces a
NET. For those algebras neat reducts also commute with
forming subalgebras, and so they have SUPAP [5]. The real
technical difﬁculty that comes up here is that when we expand
our languages and add axioms to code extra dimensions some-
how, in the hope of obtaining a NET, then usually we succeed
in representing the already existing operations; the difﬁcult
problem is that the new operations turn out representable as
well! Sain succeeded to overcome this difﬁculty for ﬁrst order
logic without equality. Adding equality proves problematic so
far. A sophisticated categorial formulation of the FP, is to
look at inverses of the Neat reduct functor going from one cat-
egory to another in x extra dimensions, and try to reﬂect those
in an adjoint situation. A solution to the ﬁnitizability problem
is thereby presented as an equivalence of two categories.
In [45] the NET of Henkin is likened to his completeness
proof (the extra dimensions play the role of added witnesses
to existential formulas); therefore it is not a coincidence that
interpolation results and omitting types for variants of ﬁrst
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variations on the NET [9,34]. We ﬁnd it timely to make the fol-
lowing observation. There are algebras for which the NET
does not hold, that is, neat embeddability in algebras in x ex-
tra dimensions does not enforce representability. Surprisingly
this occurs at the ‘‘end points’’. The NET fails for the class
of diagonal free cylindric algebras (Df) and polyadic equality
algebras of inﬁnite dimension (PEA). In between, there is a
whole stratum of proper reducts of PEA’s that are proper
expansions of Df’s (like CA’s, Sain’s algebras introduced in
[71] and PA’s) for which the NET holds. Finally (*) above after
Theorem 3.6, which is basically a variation on a NET, is re-
lated to many statements from Lattice theory and topology
in [14].
6. Open problems
We end this paper with the following two questions:
(i) Let n> 2 and kP 2. Is the class SNrnCAnþk closed
under completions?
(ii) Does the class of completely representable polyadic alge-
bras of inﬁnite dimension coincide with the atomic
algebras?
Problem (i), attributed to the present author, appears in [52]
problem 12 p. 627. For a partial result to (i), the reader is re-
ferred to [37].
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